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Suzette Haden Elgin was born Patricia Anne Wilkins on November 18, 1936 in Missouri. She received a PhD in linguistics from the University of California, San Diego in 1973. She taught there from 1972 to 1980, when she retired to focus on her writing full-time. His books include The Communipaths, Furthest, At the
Seventh Level, Yonder Comes the Other End of Time, Twelve Fair Kingdoms, The Grand Jubilee, A First Dictionary and Grammar of Láadan, Peacetalk 101, and Native Tongue Trilogy. She founded the Science Fiction Poetry Association in 1978. The organization's Elgin Award for Best Poetry Book and Chapbook of
the Year is named after him. She wrote The Science Fiction Poetry Manual. She was also widely published as a linguist. His works include the Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense series. He died on January 27, 2015, at the age of 78. Suzette Haden Elgin was born Patricia Anne Wilkins on November 18, 1936 in Missouri.
She received a PhD in linguistics from the University of California, San Diego in 1973. She taught there from 1972 to 1980, when she retired to focus on her writing full-time. His books include The Communipaths, Furthest, At the Seventh Level, Yonder Comes the Other End of Time, Twelve Fair Kingdoms, The Grand
Jubilee, A First Dictionary and Grammar of Láadan, Peacetalk 101, and Native Tongue Trilogy. She founded the Science Fiction Poetry Association in 1978. The organization's Elgin Award for Best Poetry Book and Chapbook of the Year is named after him. She wrote The Science Fiction Poetry Manual. She was also
widely published as a linguist. His works include the Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense series. He died on January 27, 2015, at the age of 78. The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense teaches readers words, techniques and mentalities to defend themselves against aggressive communicators and verbal bullies. Summary of
The BulletDo not react emotionally: this is what the verbal attacker wants with them when they use general assumptions There are many types of attacks, but once you know how to respond to some, you can answer to all of them About the Author: Suzette Elgin was an American linguist and author of science fiction. She
was also the author of books and nonfiction products, focusing on communication and verbal self-defense. Principles of Verbal Self-DefenseThey are the comprehensive principles you need to learn for effective verbal self-#1. Know that you are under attack Many people do not know when they are being victimized and
instead blame themselves for being too sensitive. This is because the attacker is often not physically threatening or because he uses dual-link techniques. This is an example of double link technique:Verbal manipulator: It's not your fault if you don't have a sense of humor, I'd be the same Your situationNow if you get
snippy and angry, you validate your Do you know when you're under a verbal attack? Simple: listen to how you feel, #2. Know what kind of attack you are facing That requires some experience and knowledge of the different types of verbal attack.#3. Adjust your defense to attackThis requires some experience,
knowledge and training in verbal self-#4. Learn how to follow through this is to really put strategy into play. Some people know what to do, but they don't. Instead, dive head long with your feelings and exaggerate, while some others do nothing and let the bullies run them over. Verbal attackers want to get their
reactionSuzette Elgin says verbal attackers have fun getting a reaction from you. Sometimes it's power-hungry men who are addicted to the sense of power that comes from stirring people's emotions. Ben Shapiro uses the get under his skin technique:Ben Shapiro is a great case study for learning verbal bullying
techniques. Types of people acting and reacting to verbal bullying People fall into different categories during verbal attacks, including:Blamer: they use words like always, never, everyone. They accuse, sometimes speak louder and move their fingers. They seem confident, dominated and powerful. But it's because
they're unsure that they feel they need to use that aggressive style. Placador: they use words and body language that express a desperate desire to please. This is typical cool guy syndrome.Computer: neutral. They don't use you or me and talk about instructions. Distraction: they switch from one mode to the
otherRespond in Same Sensory ModesYou must respond to the attack using the same sensory mode of the attacker (i.e. vision, hearing, feeling). Agree with Defuse The AttackWhen the attacker uses general language, as everyone knows that X is done that way or anyone who cared about the budget would not throw
money around. And you answer:You: You are absolutely rightOr: You: This is true, in fact, that takes the wind out of the sails of the attackers. Rules of engagementWhen you are attacked:Ignore the baitRespond to the assumptionsattackAfter the message that you are not playing your gameThe Even You AttackExample
of an attack even: Verbal Bully: Even a woman can understand that Everything coming after even here is supposedly inferior. Taking the bait here would mean answering listen, I can understand here as good as any man on this team. Some good answers:You: The idea that women are a little inferior was laid to rest a
long time ago, but I'm really surprised to hear this from youOrYou: When you felt that I wasn't meeting your standardsAvoid why or what makes you wonder why you give the attacker a chance to keep attacking. Never give an order... If you can send the message in any other way. This is the same in Never Split The
Difference, and it's based on the idea that people don't like to be told what to do. Smart use of the PropositionIf you should ask a silly question, do not say:I know this is a silly question and I'm sorry to have to ask, but what we decided about... But say:I know this is a silly question and I'm sorry I need to ask, what we
decided on ... It may seem like a small change without the but, but it makes a big difference. Real Life ApplicationsDon't take possession of the attack Even in Verbal Judo, one of the fundamental principles of verbal self-defense is that you should avoid putting your ego at risk. Refuse to take possession of the offense.
Many verbal attackers take pleasure in getting under their skin: this makes them feel powerful. Don't give them that satisfaction. Note: however, you must respond to direct public offenses or you look weak. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or have your affiliates ever had a difficult co-worker who turned all conversations
into a verbal struggle? Or, what about a family member who always seems to put you on the defensive? If you've ever walked away from a conversation feeling like you didn't know how to deal with what you just found, this book is for you. Although written for over 30 years (and containing some old-fashioned nodes), this
book is nevertheless relevant to today's business and cultural environment. Divided into managea Have you ever had a difficult co-worker who turned every conversation into a verbal struggle? Or, what about a family member who always seems to put you on the defensive? If you've ever walked away from a
conversation feeling like you didn't know how to deal with what you just found, this book is for you. Although written for over 30 years (and containing some old-fashioned nodes), this book is nevertheless relevant to today's business and cultural environment. Divided into manageable sections, and even containing amble
space to write your responses to the example of prompts, this book will give you more than enough opportunities to learn how to defend yourself in the verbal arena. A simplistic example: when someone comes to you with an accusation, you can respond in computer mode saying: It's so interesting that you say it. I think a
lot of ____ feels that way about _____... Ideally, this protects you from more attacks and can even stop you from taking things personally. In general, this book will teach you how to deal with different types of people, but most importantly, it will help you learn to defend against various types of patterns of verbal behavior,
using the Satir modes: the placador, the blamer, the computer, the distractor, the leveler (false and real) (see here for more information about this ... - also in the book). As a sensitive individual, I found the wisdom conveyed in this book to a useful summary of what friends and family have been trying to tell me for years:
don't let others annoy you with your words / be strong / defend yourself, but don't be a bully, etc. I hope to put it into practice soon, and hope you too! ... more A book by the innovative linguist and fiction writer Suzette Haden Elgin first published almost half a century ago still has great value today. Elgin's creative work
teaches how to identify and respond to verbal attacks. Elgin's most important nonfiction work, The Gentle Art of Verbal Self Defense, offers original and useful ideas on how to recognize and neutralize hidden insults, innuendo, and questioning of his character. Source: en.wikipedia A verbal attack is often unrecognizable
unless people are trained to see it. Normally, we don't feel good after we're attacked, but we can't specify why we don't feel good either. If we feel bad after talking to a particular person and don't find out why, chances are we've been verbally attacked.  The greatest construction in Elgin's model is the
assumption. Assumptions are assumptions we commonly make to speak or understand the meaning of a sentence. For example, suppose someone asks: Why did you stop exercising? This question presupposes that 1) we exercise in the past and 2) we are not in shape. Assumptions don't have to be insulting. They are
simply undeclared and necessary ideas to understand what has been said. For example, the Sean statement kept its promise assumes that Sean made a promise. Elgin gives a general definition of an assumption: something you know is part of the meaning of the phrase, even if it is not directly stated. The statement
Even you can follow this recipe assumes that the recipe is easy and that you are not a very good cook. These two assumptions can be inserted into the statement, although doing so would make it wordy and take away the sting of the slight insult on your kitchen. Even you —and you're not a good cook—could follow this
recipe because it's so easy.  Most people do not realize that verbal violence is being used against them because they have not been explicitly taught about assumptions. The main principle is this. Answer the assumption, not the sentence in which you are hidden. In linguistic theory, the assumption lies in the deep
structure of the phrase – the level of ideas. The words actually indicated are in the surface structure. To identify the assumptions, we need to go under the surface structure and even the deep structure. Two steps are involved: 1) identify the assumptions and 2) respond with a neutral request or a note about the
assumptions. Consider the following example. If you really wanted to lose weight, you wouldn't eat two every night. The underlying attack in this sentence is on the undeclared assumption: you really don't want to lose weight. The main attack is not about your weight, but about your motivation and character. One answer
would be, what makes you think I don't want to lose weight? If you really wanted a good relationship, you wouldn't keep dating that guy. Similarly, the main attack in this sentence is on the undeclared assumption: you don't really want a good relationship. The answer should then focus on why the accuser thinks you don't
want a good relationship. Elgin presents the most complex sentence that begins with You don't even care...  You don't care about your kids? You don't care what you look like?  A wide variety of phrases can follow the opening question: You don't even care, like your health, your education, your friends, the minimum
wage, global climate change. The same three assumptions apply to each of these subjects: 1) You don't care, 2) You should care, and 3) Therefore, you should feel bad about yourself. You may want to become more active in helping solve economic inequities or environmental problems, but assumptions are still
harmful. The question You don't even care about can be addressed in person or behaviorally. You could simply say no when the answer is obviously yes, thus pointing out the error of the question. That works with someone once. Next time, that person will be ready. Or you can start a long and affectionate discussion by



showing with your knowledge and your dedicated time that you really care. Or you can take Elgin's linguistic approach. Identify the assumption and make a neutral remark or request on this assumption. For example, if someone asks: Don't you care about your education? you could answer: When did you start thinking
that I had no interest in my education?  It's a good start, but when the conversation continues, keep questioning the assumptions and not the phrase they're hiding in. Move on, focusing on the deep structure of the sentence, not the surface structure. Consider the following example between a supervisor and a team
leader, Marie.  Supervisor: Don't you mind that you're barely making your sales quota? By not standing out above your individual goal, you're not just setting a bad example, you're also not helping the younger members of your team. Jonathan and Sarah are making even less sales than I am. Why don't you talk to them?
Because I'm not their supervisor. I'm yours. Well, it's not consistent and it's not fair. In addition, sales targets are unrealistic. This is a Approach. By attacking two other team leaders, Marie accepts the three assumptions of You don't care? Here's a different approach. Supervisor: Don't you mind that you're barely making
your sales quota? By not standing out above your individual goal, you're not just setting a bad example, you're also not helping the younger members of your team. You've been my supervisor for two years. When did you start thinking I was indifferent to my own performance and the well-being of my team? After the fifth
time I told you to increase your sales. I said you were not only hurting your own position with the company, but putting at risk everyone you're in charge of. A supervisor should know better than that. What makes you think the markets are going to change and sales are going to increase by simply scolding me? That's
verbal judo, not karate. Instead of hitting blows against an opponent, as karate does, this approach uses the other person's haste to defend themselves. Instead of attacking back or backing down with excuses, verbal judo picks up what the accuser says to expose the irrationality of assumptions. Assumptions.
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